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DEFINITION

The United States Office of Education defines gifted and talented children as “students, children, or youth, who give evidence of high achievement capability in areas such as intellectual, creative, artistic, or leadership capacity, or in specific academic fields, and who need services or activities not ordinarily provided by the school in order to fully develop those capabilities.” The Northern Local School District further perceives giftedness to consist of an interaction among three basic clusters of human traits which include above average abilities, high levels of task commitment, and high levels of creativity.

Gifted and talented children are those who possess, or are capable of developing this composite set of traits and applying them to any potentially valuable areas of human performance.


NORTHERN LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
STATEMENT OF PHILOSOPHY

 1.  It is the expressed purpose of the Northern Local School District to provide an education program that will enable 
      each student to realize their full potential. A stimulating and invigorating atmosphere of learning is necessary if an 
     effective and challenging educational program is to be provided.
 2.  Northern Local is dedicated to the task of keeping abreast of the economic and sociological need of the citizens and 
      will endeavor to see that the educational program reflects those needs.
 3.  Northern Local will make every effort to provide opportunities for the youth of this district in the following areas:
	A.   Physical, mental, and emotional health.
	B.   Moral and ethical values.
	C.   Appreciation of family and civic life.	
	D.   Skills to participate in democratic processes.
	E.   Ability to communicate intelligently.
	F.   Appreciation of learning, and a zeal for continuous learning and self improvement.
	G.   Wise use of leisure time.
	H.   Awareness and preparation for professional and vocational occupations. 


PROGRAM PHILOSOPHY

 1.  It is our belief that the talented and gifted program of Northern Local School District should foster in each    
      qualifying student the ability to respond to a challenging and differentiated curriculum both in the regular classroom 
      and in specially designed programs.
 2.  Northern Local is dedicated to the task of keeping abreast of the needs, delivery systems, and special services 
      available for the gifted population and will endeavor to see that the curriculum reflects this knowledge as it meets 
      the needs of the student population.
 3.  The talented and gifted are found in all ethnic groups, socioeconomic groups and environments. They are entitled to 
      a meaningful and complete educational experience regardless of age, location, ethnic background, or economic 
      circumstance.
 4.  It is our belief that meeting the educational needs of the talented and gifted will enhance the overall standards of our 
      school district.


PROGRAM GOALS

     Meet the developmental and educational needs of gifted students.
    
     Provide a challenging learning experience beyond the regular curriculum including a higher level of complexity of      
      content with more depth and breadth.
     
     Develop higher level thinking and problem solving skills.
    
     Develop advanced skills to communicate effectively within and beyond the classroom.
     
     Provide opportunities for sharing and exchanging ideas in a supportive environment with peers.
     
     Provide opportunities to demonstrate an understanding of advanced content.



Key of Acronyms / Abbreviations
TAG Talented and Gifted
GIS Gifted Intervention Specialist
WEP Written Education Plan
O.R.C. Ohio Revised Code
O.A.C. Ohio Administrative Code

BOARD POLICY

In accordance with Section 3324.03 O.R.C., it is the policy of the Northern Local School District Board of Education that those students who are gifted, as defined by the Rule Of the State Board of Education (3301-51-15) O.A.C., and who are enrolled in grades K-12 shall be identified annually.


ANNUAL
TAG IDENTIFICATION GUIDELINES GRADES K-12

For the purpose of Section 3324.03 of the O.R.C., the Northern Local School District has a State Approved Identification Plan and uses the following criteria to identify the TAG students.

Superior Cognitive Ability
A.  A student shall be identified as exhibiting “superior cognitive ability” if the student did either of the following   
      within the preceding twenty-four months:
      1. Scored two standard deviations above the mean, minus the standard error of measurement, on an approved   
          individual standardized intelligence test administered by a licensed school psychologist or licensed psychologist;
      2. Accomplished any one of the following:
          a. Scored at least two standard deviations above the mean, minus the standard error of measurement, on an  
              approved standardized group intelligence test;
          b. Performed at or above the ninety-fifth percentile on an approved individual or group standardized basic or 
              composite battery of a nationally normed achievement test;
          c. Attained an approved score on one or more above-grade level standardized, nationally normed approved tests.

Specific Academic Ability
B.  A student shall be identified as exhibiting “specific academic ability” superior to that of children of similar age in a 
      specific academic ability field if within the preceding twenty-four months the student performs at or above the 
      ninety-fifth percentile at the national level on an approved individual or group standardized achievement test of 
      specific academic ability in that field. A student may be identified as gifted in more than one specific academic 
      ability field.

Creative Thinking Ability
C.  A student shall be identified as exhibiting “creative thinking ability” superior to children of a similar age, if within 
      the previous twenty-four months, the student scored one standard deviation above the mean, minus the standard 
      error of measurement, on an approved individual or group intelligence test and also did either of the following:
      1. Attained a sufficient score, as established by the department of education, on an approved individual or group 
           test of creative ability;
      2. Exhibited sufficient performance, as established by the department of education, on an approved checklist of  
          creative behaviors.

Visual and Performing Arts Ability
D.  A student shall be identified as exhibiting “visual or performing arts ability” superior to that of children of similar 
      age if the student has done both of the following:
      1. Demonstrated through a display of work, an audition, or other performance or exhibition, superior ability in a 
          visual or performing arts area;
      2. Exhibited sufficient performance, as established by the department of education, on an approved checklist of 
          behaviors related to a specific arts area.



ELIGIBILTY FOR GIFTED SERVICES

All qualifying data used for the identification and service of students must not be more than 24 months old.

 1. Students are screened with the administration of a group ability test and achievement test to all students at a 
     primary grade level. All students scoring 118 of above have their achievement scores reviewed
     for service in grades 3-6. 
 2. Any student who has attained a 128 on an individually administered IQ test by a qualified psychologist is eligible    
     for services in grades 3-8 and does not need to meet any additional criteria.
 3. Students who attain a 95%ile composite score or better on an achievement test or a 95%ile in two major subject 
     areas (one must be language arts) and meet criteria number one are eligible for service in grades 3-6. Students who   
     score in the 95%ile in reading or language are eligible for services in grades 7 and 8.
 4. Students are ranked according to the highest achievement scores in reading and language. The top 15 per 
     grade level receives services in grades 3-6. The rest of the eligible students are placed on a waiting list for that 
     class. The top 20 per grade level will receive services in grades 7 and 8.
 5. Students referred for individual testing are further assessed by the GIS or TAG coordinator. In some instances the 
     School Psychologists, may need to assess a referred student to obtain a valid ability assessment.
 6. An appeal/disagreement by the parent can and should be resolved informally at the building level, such as a 
     conference with the child’s teacher, principal or gifted personnel. If the issue is not resolved, an appeal must be 
     submitted in writing to the superintendent or designee outlining the nature of the concern The superintendent or 
     designee will convene a meeting which will include the parent/guardian, and may include any of the following: 
     Administrator, Gifted Intervention Specialist, TAG Coordinator, Child’s teacher, School Psychologist and/or
     other persons who have knowledge of the child or gifted education. The superintendent or designee will issue a	
     Written decision within 30 days of the appeal and include the reason for the decisions.



DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM

A. GIFTED PROGRAM
 1. The TAG program will operate within current state standards and locally adopted policies and serve grades 3-8 in 
     Language Arts.
 2. Students identified for services will be assigned to a Gifted Intervention Specialist.
 3. Regular classroom teachers and the GIS may cooperatively plan activities that can be used in the regular 
     classroom to provide a suitable differentiated program for the identified TAG students.
 4. Classroom teachers and the GIS may cooperatively plan the enrichment activities or independent study 
     projects to ensure sufficient correlation with the curriculum of the regular classroom teacher.  
 5. Students will receive a grade report each grading period from the Gifted Intervention Specialist. This grade will 
     reflect mastery of skills stated in the course of study.

Students eligible for Gifted Services are identified from the whole student body. The names of students whose scores on standardized tests are in the top 5%ile and those who have been referred by classroom teachers are submitted to the Gifted Intervention Specialist and TAG coordinator.  

Gifted Service is not a reward for high grades earned in the regular classroom. It is a serious program of higher level thinking skills, individual research, writing and speaking skills, critical analysis, and personal and social development. The program is rigorous, challenging and designed to supplement the regular curriculum with instruction in areas identified through the research that will best serve the needs of this student population.




The Gifted Program has its own curriculum and course of study. This curriculum complements and extends the curriculum in the regular classroom

The Gifted Program is a differentiated educational experience for our brightest students. Students served in grades 3-5 are transported for services at district expense one day a week for class. They may carry their lunch or order a lunch from the school cafeteria. They are transported back to their home school at the end of the day where they are dismissed. Students in grade 6 report to the GIS for one day a week. Students served in grades 7 and 8 report to the GIS one class period daily.

Students served in the Gifted Program will receive evaluations on their progress each grading period. Conferences are held once a year, in coordination with the regular conference policy of the district. Individual conferences can be set up at any time on a person by person basis as the need arises by calling the Gifted Intervention Specialist. Teachers are encouraged to contact the GIS if any problems arise and to coordinate efforts between the two programs.


When students are receiving Gifted Services they are not required to complete all of the regular class and homework assignments for that day.
There are many reasons for this policy:

* We wish to avoid overburdening the student with assignments that can be mastered through regular classroom   
   review on other days. 
* We do not wish to cause the students to try to complete six days of work in five days. TAG assignments and other  
   activities keep many of these students very busy. They do not need this added pressure.
* Gifted education should be different from, not in addition to other regular classroom work.
* Often the repetition essential to learning for most students is not necessary for gifted students to master subject  
   matter.

Students receiving Gifted Services are, however, expected to stay current in their regular classroom studies. They will need to be familiar with the activities completed in their absence and are responsible for the content of the material covered. So even though the TAG students are not required to complete all written assignments, they are to keep current and are responsible for material covered on tests.

Some assignments may be necessary to assign on TAG day for students in grades 3-6. These may be reading sections of texts, reading assigned in Reading Class, continued work on research projects, and on occasion, even studying for a test. These assignments should be kept to a minimum with the goal of no homework for TAG days being a primary consideration. Students however will need to maintain a 3.0 GPA each grading period in their regular classroom subjects. If students’ grades drop below a 3.0 GPA, they will receive notice at interims or at the end of a grading period. The student has a grace period to improve grades by the next grade reporting.




DISTRICT RESPONSIBILITIES

A. DISTRICT ADMINISTRATION
 1.  Provide budget planning for program materials and in-service instruction to staff members.
 2.  Coordinate program communications to all building principals.
 3.  Provide for the preparation, printing and distribution of program policies.
 4.  Participate in the evaluation and planning process for the TAG program.
 5.  Assign responsibilities for the annual identification of talented and gifted students in grades K-12.
 6.  Provide physical arrangements as designated in the rule for the State of Ohio governing gifted programs.

B. COORDINATOR
 1.  Coordinators of gifted education shall provide the following services for school districts:
      A. Assist in the identification of gifted students;
      B. Assist in the placement of gifted students in appropriate educational services and settings;
      C. Assist school personnel in the design of gifted education services;
      D. Consult with school personnel regarding gifted education issues in district strategic planning processes and the   
           development of school improvement plans;
      E.  Assist school personnel in the on-going evaluation of the effectiveness of gifted education services, including     
           input from parents of students who are gifted;
      F.  Assist school personnel in ensuring that documents required in this rule regarding gifted identification  
           procedures and written criteria for placement in gifted services are accurate and accessible to parents and other 
           stakeholders;
      G. Assist school personnel in the development, appropriate dissemination, evaluation and revision of written  
          education plans for gifted students as required in paragraph (D) of this rule; and
     H. Assist school personnel in ensuring compliance with accountability requirements described in the rule.
 2.  Coordinators of gifted education may provide the following services for school districts:
      A. Communicate with parents and others about the characteristics and educational needs of gifted students;
      B. Consult with school personnel about ways to develop and adapt curriculum, materials and teaching strategies;
      C. Coordinate services such as: mentorship, advanced coursework, special seminars, independent studies, 
          interdisciplinary curricular experiences, internships, career explorations, visual and/or performing arts 
          experiences, distance learning and supervising and evaluating educational options for gifted students provided in  
          accordance with rule 3301-35-06 of the Administrative Code;
      D. Develop curriculum and staff development activities and provide teaching demonstrations to model appropriate 
          teaching practices or classroom management strategies. However, coordinators shall not be assigned to regular 
          scheduled teaching duties; and
      E. Serve as a liaison among students who are gifted, school personnel, parents, community members, colleges and 
          universities, industry, business and cultural institutions, and other interested publics.
 3.  Written education plan
      Gifted services shall be based on the student’s area(s) of identification and individual needs and be guided by a 
      WEP. The district shall provide parents with periodic reports regarding the effectiveness of the services provided in 
       accordance with the gifted student’s WEP.
      A. The WEP shall:
           1.  Provide a description of the services to be provided including:
                a. Goals for the student in each service specified including, but not limited to, academic goals;
                b. Methods for evaluating progress toward achieving the goals specified; and
                c. Methods and schedule for reporting progress to students.
           2.  Specify staff members responsible for ensuring that specified services are delivered;
           3.  Specify policies regarding the waiver of assignments and the scheduling of tests missed while participating
                in any gifted services provided outside the general education classroom; and 
           4.  Specify a date by which the WEP will be reviewed for possible revision;
      B. Parents and all educators responsible for providing gifted education services to the student, including teachers   
           providing differentiated instruction in general education settings, shall be provided a copy of the WEP.




C. BUILDING PRINCIPALS
 1.  Provide leadership and support to all staff that will create a positive atmosphere for the implementation of the  
      goals and policies set forth by the school district.
 2.  Disseminate to their staff members TAG information and communication from the coordinator, district office or 
      GIS.
 3.  Familiarize self with the TAG identification process and assist in the collection of data.
 4.  Provide a system for recording the identification, placements and progress decisions in the student’s permanent 
      records file for students in their building.
 5.  Communicate TAG program concerns, suggestions and problems to the coordinator and provide assistance or 
      direction as needed.
 6.  Assist the district administration in evaluating the progress of the TAG program and the GIS.
 7.  Provide alternative scheduling where possible for events in the home school to allow for attendance by TAG 
      students.

D. GUIDANCE COUNSELOR
 1.  Guidance services received from a guidance counselor and/or a guidance program specifically designed to meet the 
      social and emotional needs of gifted children, including making academic and career choices.

E. GIFTED INTERVENTION SPECIALIST
 1. The Gifted Intervention Specialist assists the school district in planning, developing, maintaining, and evaluating 
     programs for the Talented and Gifted.
 2. The functions of the Gifted Intervention Specialist are to:
     A. Screen talented and gifted students for the program and assist with the identification.
     B. Send annual “permission to participate” forms to parents of qualified students.
     C. Assess the educational needs of gifted students.
     D. Determine the special interests of served gifted students.
     E. Determine the learning styles, when possible, of the served gifted students.
     F. Develop multi-disciplinary program opportunities at the child’s level of understanding.
         Meet the developmental and educational needs of gifted students.
         Provide a challenging learning experience beyond the regular curriculum including a higher level of complexity    
           of content with more depth and breadth.
        Develop higher level thinking and problem solving skills.
        Develop advanced skills to communicate effectively within and beyond the classroom.
        Provide opportunities for sharing and exchanging ideas in a supportive environment with peers.
        Provide opportunities to demonstrate an understanding of advanced content.
     G. Follow the differentiated course of study to meet the needs of the served gifted students.
     H. Request for curriculum materials, activities, equipment and supplies.
      I. Contact regular classroom teachers periodically to coordinate services.
      J. Hold individual or group parent conferences.
     K. Evaluate the progress of served students.
      L. Act as liaison to parents, the district coordinator, and other educational organizations.
     M. Extend personal knowledge and upgrade professional credentials in the area of talented and gifted educations.
     N. Assist in in-service planning for regular classroom teachers and parents and help conduct these sessions as 
          requested.
     O. Place Student Permanent Record Form and WEP in the identified student’s permanent record file, and the   
          district TAG Coordinator’s office.
     P. Complete and maintain the WEP for served students.
     Q. GIS input EMIS data for Gifted Reporting.



F. REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHER
POLICY STATEMENT

When a student receives 80% or higher on a pretest or any pre-assessments the student is known to have mastery. Once mastery is determined, the student shall be provided adjusted curriculum. The teacher will extend, replace, and/or supplement the regular curriculum by providing appropriate special instruction.

If the gifted and/or high achieving student does not demonstrate mastery on the pretest or pre-assessments, intervention will be provided for only those items which prevented mastery. When mastery is achieved, adjusted curriculum will be provided.
 1.  The role of the regular classroom teacher is to provide challenging learning opportunities in the regular 
      educational programs on a daily basis.
 2.  Attend in service and planning sessions as arranged by the TAG coordinator and implement planned enrichment 
      activities in the regular classroom.
 3.  Excuse TAG students in grades 3-6 from the regular classroom one day per week for services.
 4.  Inform the served students in grades 3-6 of the following:
      a. They will not be responsible for daily work completed by the regular class on the student’s excused TAG day.
          Their grades are averaged minus these assignments.
      b. They will be required to demonstrate mastery of skills covered during the excused absence. To this end the 
          teacher must provide assignments and related papers and materials. The student must ask for and be granted                                      
          a make-up conference if necessary to clarify material and concepts missed while attending TAG on the 
          scheduled day.
      c. They will be responsible for tests that must be given on the excused day but will be provided the same review,  
          instructions, testing time and testing situation as the regular classroom student. The test may be altered as to 
          content but not in degree of difficulty.
 5.  Communicate concerns about student progress with the Gifted Intervention Specialist.


PROCEDURE AND CRITERIA FOR WITHDRAWAL

If at any time, a student’s participation in the TAG program causes question or concern, the student and parents should contact the GIS. If no satisfaction is found at that informal level, then the process to review the student’s placement may be initiated at the written request of a parent or student. The Gifted Intervention Specialist shall be responsible for contacting the appropriate individuals to study the concerns and make recommendations.

Students may not be placed in the program without parental consent, which must be renewed annually. 
(see parent consent form.)

